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Abstract: Unmanned systems in battlefield formations will only become more prevalent as autonomous sensors, unmanned
ground vehicles, and other autonomous systems are developed for the Warfighter. In an environment populated by both man
and machine, Army command and control interfaces at the lowest levels require the ability to transmit information that is
understandable by both groups of entities. Previous research efforts have shown Primitives of Meaning’s effectiveness in
conveying orders to autonomous entities but have failed to demonstrate human ability to understand the same orders. This
study builds upon this research to augment Primitives of Meaning by creating a command and control architecture that can
generate orders understandable by both human and robotic elements within one platoon.
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1. Introduction
Robotic and automated systems are growing exponentially in importance for modern militaries. The development and
acquisition of drones and unmanned systems alone accounted for an estimated $23.9 billion in 2014 (US Military to spend
$23.9 billion on drones and unmanned systems, 2014). This figure neglects the development and acquisition of non-combat
related automated systems and of future concepts during the year. The majority of these advanced systems are being designed
to augment the capabilities of dismounted troops through close cooperation between robots and humans in the battlespace.
As new roles are developed for automated systems on the battlefield, new methods of command and control (C2)
emerge to leverage capabilities for useful purpose. Some of the more innovative of these methods utilize concepts of human
factors engineering and artificial intelligence to streamline interactions between human combatants and their robotic
counterparts (Campbell, 2014). Regardless of their innovation, all of the concept systems have synergistic limitations as the
command structure is compelled to write orders twice when working with autonomous or semi-autonomous robotic systems.
This study proposes the development of a human-robotic command and control system (HRCCS) that unifies human
and autonomous entities on the battlefield to enable seamless C2 capabilities. HRCCS utilizes an augmented form of Primitives
of Meaning (PoM) to create a data based representation of mission orders to be distributed by cloud to the entire unit.
Specifically, this study focuses on the creation of a unit operations order (OPORD) which establishes the mission’s data artifact
and enables briefing of the mission to the various human entities involved.
To document the concept and requirements of HRCCS, this study is formatted in the following manner. The second
section of this document analyzes existing works that form the foundation for HRCCS. Section three discusses the architecture
of HRCCS. Section four discusses the methodology to create HRCCS. Section five expands upon the methodology to
demonstrate HRCCS’ use within a react to contact scenario for a hypothetical integrated platoon. Finally, section six offers
concluding remarks and suggestions for future work.

2. Previous Work
HRCCS is built on a foundation of two concepts—PoM and multi-robot systems—that have been explored in previous
academic works. HRCCS becomes realistically feasible when these works are combined together. This section will discuss
PoM and multi-robot control in some depth.
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